We perform a phenomenological analysis of baryon matrix elements in a fixed-sphere MIT bag model. The model consists of massive, noninteracting quarks which carry the usual SU(3) quantum numbers as well as an SU(3) of color. Two-quark matrix elements investigated include those of the cr operator and axial-vector and vector currents and the magnetic moment, charge radius, and dipole moments of the electromagnetic current. Among our results are the masses 44 MeV for nonstrange quarks and 298 MeV for strange quarks. The model is successful in predicting static properties of the lowest-mass baryons, but has a problem in describing the radiative decay of the nucleon resonance, %~»(1520). Four-quark matrix elements, parity-violating nonleptonic decay amplitudes of the~+ baryons, are investigated and are found to be poorly described by the model.
There is also the challenge of constructing increasingly sophisticated, and thus, we hope, more realistic bag models. In the work done thus far, baryon rest states are taken as noninteracting massless quarks confined to a spherical region of fixed radius. ' The generalization to nonzero quark mass has been performed, ' and work has been done to take quark-quark interactions into account. ' The construction of a more realistic bag boundary also deserves serious attention.
While the pursuit of increasingly complex bag models is an interesting and worthwhile field of investigation, we feel that it would be a mistake to aviod studying the consequences of existing and in yIt (x) = P (x)
g n 8($"(x)g (x))=2B. 
where N is a normalization factor4
The a"becomes fermion creation or annihilation operators upon quantization, a (nKX) =b (nnA. } (n&0) =da(-n, -n, X} (n&0), which are assumed to obey the usual anticommutation relations, [b (net}, b"(nuA) ], =1,
etc. Particle states are constructed by the action of creation operators upon the zero-quark state, defined from where for z = -1, the only physically interesting case, channel. Therefore, the three unknowns m~,~"" and R can be determined from the three equations (10), (12) , and (24). We find m, =297.8 Mev, (24) 4wR'B na(u", (P) +ng(u", (A) (25) and list e""R in Table II +sr(-6-8mR+4m R') +(9mR -6m Rz -6nPR ).
(33)
The charge radius operator, like that for the magnetic moment, probes the presence of both strange and nonstrange quarks. Our results for the proton bag in Table I Table V , we exhibit the amplitude for decay of the 6(1232} state P, +, in magnetic dipole (Ml) approximation.
Numerically, it should be a good approximation to ignore electric quadrupole radiation. The characteristic dipole ratio (A, /A, }"~&, =W3 is satisfied to a reasonable degree by the data. " The calculation proceeds by determining the matrix element between P, ', and the proton of the magnetic moment operator (29). The correct normalization is obtained by means of comparison with the nucleon magnetic moment calculation. The value given in Table V has the correct phase, but is somewhat small in magnitude.
Transitions from the negative-parity states (1Sgm) where -~&a&~, all -2, and y=-(5+a)//(I+2a).
That is, the S»& and Syph' states are not uniquely determined by orthogonality and normalization.
